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short synopsis

Ruth, a nurse exploring her spiritual side, and Conrad, a shipyard worker with dreams of being an artist, live close to each
other in Seattle but have little else in common. Following their
separate adventures over the course of a long weekend, we watch
them experience the ups and downs of seeking connection in a
disconnected society until they’re thrown together by a twist of
fate.

long synopsis

Ruth, a burn unit nurse who is exploring her spiritual side, and
Conrad, a self-destructive shipyard worker who dreams of being
a cutting edge artist, are two seemingly unrelated characters.
They live close to each other in the city of Seattle, and both long
for some change in their lives but have little else in common.
Following their separate adventures over the course of a long
weekend, we watch Ruth and Conrad experience the ups and
downs of seeking connection in a disconnected society until
they’re thrown together by a twist of fate.
Filmed in the greater Seattle area with a large ensemble cast,
and starring Trin Miller (Captain Fantastic) as Ruth, and Wes
Ramsey (Deliverance Creek) as Conrad, Two Pictures is the first
feature film from writer/director Eric Stone and producer/composer Nate Stone of Seattleite Films.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

Two Pictures is my first film as writer/director, and it was made as an exploration of ideas that I find interesting: society being made up of individuals who are essentially strangers, and people who have a duality within themselves. The overall approach is one that tries to keep this duality in balance. This film is a character study,
but the characters are still kept at a distance. It’s meant to read as a slice of life, but it’s also composed and deliberate. The characters sometimes express themselves
well, and sometimes poorly, but the core idea of the film is not right on the surface. The nature of every intelligent and consuming philosophical conversation I’ve
ever had has been one of contradictions, and the final result has always been an admittance that people are lost and don’t know enough about the world, or even
themselves. Some will say this film is hopeful; some will say it’s bleak. Is it more complex than that? See what you think. My end goal was to make a movie people
will want to discuss, and that starts some good conversations between friends who’ve seen it. It’s weird and dark and sometimes difficult -- and, I hope, interesting.
Overall, Two Pictures took about three years from conception to final cut. When I wrote the script, I thought it would be a fairly simple movie to make on a tight
budget. Of course it ended up being much more complicated than I had imagined: 20 locations, 50 speaking roles, a fire, barnyard animals … However, thanks to
an excellent, dedicated cast and crew, the shoot went smoothly. I think of making a movie as an “Artist’s Party” -- everybody brings something creative to the table
and the collaboration between all these individuals leads to the best results. There was great energy on this set and great attitudes, coupled with a lot of hard work
and a lot of laughs. My first feature was a fun shoot and I’m proud of the people who helped make it, none more so than my brother Nate, who was my producer,
my composer, and my rock the whole time. My editor Amy Enser, cinematographer Brian Bliss, and producers Tony M. Skoog and Tony Doupe all contributed to
this film enormously, plus many more dedicated folks. I’m also thankful to have worked with two dynamic and talented lead actors: Trin Miller and Wes Ramsey,
among so many more gems in the large cast. My hat goes off to the whole team.

--Eric Stone

Trin Miller (Ruth) is a Seattle native best
known for her work opposite Viggo Mortensen
in his Oscar-nominated performance for Captain Fantastic. She also worked with Darren
Lynn Bousman (Saw II-IV) on his film, St.
Agatha, and has appeared in campaigns for
Herbal Essences, Samsung, Intel, REI, and
Hewlett Packard. She has two feature films,
The Stairs and Maysville, currently in post-production.
Tonya M. Skoog (Kathy/Producer) is an
actor, writer, director and producer who lives
in Tacoma, Washington with her three children. She has produced several independent
feature length and short films and worked as
the Unit Production Manager on features including Last Seen in Idaho and This Shall Pass,
(currently in post-production). Tonya has also
written, directed and produced music videos
and PSAs. Her acting resume includes numerous feature films, short films and commercial
work for several Microsoft projects, Swedish
Hospital and The American Heart Association.

Wes Ramsey (Conrad) graduated from The
Juilliard School with a BFA in 2000, and made his
acting debut shortly after on Guiding Light as Sam
Spencer. Wes has worked in many feature films,
and is recognized for his work in Latter Days
(2013). He also has numerous television credits, including regular roles on The Playboy Club,
Charmed, Days of Our Lives, CSI: Miami, Pretty
Little Liars, and Nicholas Spark’s Lifetime original
Deliverance Creek (2014). Wes recently starred in
the films Last Seen in Idaho, and Perception and
five episodes of Web Series Sidetracked. He is currently on ABC’s General Hospital as Peter August.

Tony Doupé (Dave/Co-Producer) is a Seattle-based Actor with more than 30 years experience. His recent feature film credits include The
Dark Divide, Sadie. and 132 Northern (which
he aslo directed). Tony co-starred in the feature
film The River Murders with Ray Liotta and
Christian Slater. He also had a leading role in the
feature film The Off Hours, which was written
and directed by Megan Griffiths and premiered
at the 2011 Sundance Film Festival and the 2011
Seattle International Film Festival. He was also
the lead in the feature film Frayed, released by
Lionsgate as well as numerous roles in other
acclaimed feature films.

Matt Dy (Jorge) is a Seattle-based actor, writer, director, and musician. He started pursuing
acting professionally after catching the bug while
completing the film program at Seattle Central
Community College in 2006. Since then he has
appeared in numerous short films, music videos,
and commercials. Two Pictures marks his first
significant role in a feature film.

James E. Anderson III (Henry) found
his passion for acting after a 25 year career in
the music industry. In addition to commercials
and film roles, he has appeared in Seattle area
and Palm Springs theatre productions, earning
nominations for outstanding lead actor by the
Desert Theatre League in 2016 and 2017. James
is currently based in Los Angeles.

Darren Keefe Reiher (Lou) was born in
Portadown, Northern Ireland before moving
to the States. His television credits include
Lost, 24, Sons of Anarchy, NCIS and Feud. Film
credits include My Big Fat Independent Movie
(2005), The Last Rescue (2015) and
Lemonheads (2020). He was recently featured
as a carpenter and designer on HGTV’s Extreme Makeover: Home Edition (2020).
Rosalie Miller (Virginia) is a Seattle-based
filmmaker, actress, and co-founder of Wanderhouse Productions. She is currently in
production on her second short documentary,
Worth My Salt, an Artist Trust and 4Culture
Arts Project Award recipient. Her documentary short debut, The Things We Keep, premiered
at the 2015 Seattle International Film Festival.
Past producing credits include short drama,
Iron: winner of a 2013 SIFF Jury Award. She
has worked as an actor for over a decade in
projects such as 7 Minutes, Heart of the Country, and I Am; and in a recurring role on the
SyFy series Z Nation.

Q&A WITH DIRECTOR ERIC STONE
What inspired the ideas behind this film? Do
you feel like we live in a disconnected society?
Most of my ideas come from my life, experiences I’ve had,
or stories people have told me. The characters are partly
conglomerations of people I’ve known, mixed in with parts
of myself, and then re-imagined. When you write they
naturally take on lives of their own. In this case I had two
characters that interested me, and who were very different.
I decided to put them together in the same general spacethe Seattle of the movie- without them being aware of
each other and then imagined what might happen if they
crossed paths.

same age and both single, means they have some things
in common to begin with, and this may contribute to our
interest in finding out what will happen if and when they
meet.

The characters have interesting social and political discussions. What inspired these?
I find it interesting how people can swing from talking
about serious things like politics or death to making jokes
or riffing on pop culture so effortlessly. Conversations
change gears. They can go from the President to recurring
dreams. They can be very convoluted, and often times
people come away feeling like they haven’t said things
As far as this being a disconnected society, it absolutely
right or understood things right. This is especially true
is, but I also think the human condition is partly a state
when people have conversations with someone they don’t
of being disconnected and looking for connection. We
really know- and that’s what happens in this film. The big
are all different. We are all similar. We are fundamentally
conversations are between strangers, and they are not sure
alone. Meaning we see things from a single perspective
how the other person feels about what they are saying at
and are aware that we are this being and not another.
How we deal with this is the evolution of our happiness or first, if at all. The key I think is to contrast how the two
main characters handle these situations and when they do
unhappiness. We have to find a way to feel connected to
or don’t achieve a level of comfort where they feel they can
be happy, which is not easy for everybody. And like it or
not, we are products of our society. Sometimes we become speak freely and say something honest.
aware of this and resent this and want to find ways to be
something more. The two main characters in this film both
feel trapped and want to be something more. The degree
to which they can understand and articulate this desire to The cast is a “who’s who” of Seattle acting
transcend are not the same however, and it’s something the talent. What was it like working with such a
strong group of locally-based up and coming
movie is trying to explore.
actors?
It was a lot of fun. We had a great group of actors, some
very experienced and some not, but what they all had in
common is I thought they were right for the role. Most
What role does the city play? Is Seattle important, or could this take place in any metro- directors will tell you it’s all in the casting, and it is. Cast
the right people, dedicated people whom you can get along
politan area?
I think the story could take place in any city and the basic with, and you’re most of the way there. Then you just sit
back and let them do what they do. Some of the roles and
ideas could be explored with any two strangers within
that city. We are all mostly strangers to each other, and in scenes in this movie were meaty as well, which helped- bethis movie we focus on two of these strangers. That one is cause actors know when they’ve got potentially good material, and it makes them dive in even more. Big dramatic
a woman and one is a man, and that they are around the

scenes, long dialogue scenes, emotional moments- you’d
think these would be difficult but they usually aren’t, because actors live for these chances to take a risk and shine,
and they just go for it.
Your main characters are an active “seeker”
and someone who might be considered “lost.”
Was this intentional?
Originally, the characters were complete opposites. The
shipyard worker, Conrad, was more dangerous and the
nurse, Ruth, was more virtuous. But they quickly became
more complex. The movie explores duality but I didn’t
want the characters to be symbols of two sides of a whole;
the sides are within themselves. That being said, there are
qualities and flaws that each have in different measures.
A lot of this has to do with how they see themselves, how
they deal with their situations, how connected they feel to
the world, and their ability to communicate with others.
Can you talk about the visual style of the film?
For this film, I wanted audiences to feel comfortable but
also stuck in the scenes, for the cutting from one shot to
the next to feel inevitable rather than surprising. If you
do a long scene of two people talking and you shoot them
both the same way, there is less favoritism; less telling you
who or what is important, or at least it’s subtler. Also, I
wanted to shoot predominantly clean single shots- one
actor per shot, isolated in their own worlds, no over-theshoulder shots. The camera rarely moves, it will pan over
a little, or up or down a little, but there are only a handful
of tracking shots or hand held shots. Basically I wanted
viewers to feel like they were in these rooms watching
these people without thinking about what the camera was
doing, and to get used to the stillness. It’s slow, but I like
slow. Some people need rapid cutting and tons of camera
movement to be involved. I don’t. I like stillness.

